How experimentation and personalisation are
helping Moss Bros. deliver smarter customer
shopping experiences
Moss Bros. is a leading menswear brand in the UK since 1851. The brand has a rich heritage of making stylish and
well-designed products in smart suits as well as casual wear.
Moss Bros. partnered with Dynamic Yield 3 years ago and with Endless Gain 18 months ago. Dynamic
Yield’s easy-to-use, marketer-friendly platform and Endless Gain’s expertise in experimentation and
personalisation helps Moss Bros. improve customers’ shopping experiences consistently.
1. Simplifying add to bag process makes customers’ buying journey easier
Extensive research showed that when purchasing items in a set (suits, for example), each item had to
be individually size-selected and added to bag on the website.
This meant users had to select 3 ‘Add to Bag’ CTAs, but they tended to forget to click on every CTA
and ended up losing a size selection or an item when they reached the basket.
Endless Gain redesigned the PDP, simplifying the selection (size & fit) process and reducing the
number of CTAs needed from three to just one, along with other design changes, to make the ‘Add
to Bag’ process easier.
This evolutionary design improved customers’ buying experience and increased the user
conversion rate (UCR).
2. Radically redesigning the mega menu makes it easier for customers to find what they want
Multiple pieces of research
showed that users were
struggling with the
vast amount of choice
and inadequate visual
representation in the
navigation. They were unable
to find the types of clothing
they actually wanted and
landed on PLPs they weren’t
really interested in.

Analytics data also showed that several options in the navigation were not interacted with.
Endless Gain radically redesigned the mega nav menu with clearer categorisation images and text. Against the
Control, the Variation delivered improvements on 4 metrics: conversion rate, bounce rate, time on site, and
average order value.

“Endless Gain are helping us deliver a much better digital experience to our
customers. By using biometric testing and a lab-based approach to user research,
we’ve been able to get a deep understanding of how our customers interact with our
websites and that helps to support the testing programme that we’ve been able to
deliver and the improvements that have come from that.
We’ve got a huge amount of optimisation plans in the pipeline and Endless Gain are really
supporting us in driving that through.”
Matt Henton, Head of Ecommerce, Moss Bros.

Speed to market is critical in a hyper-competitive eCommerce landscape, and
Dynamic Yield’s end-to-end platform allows Moss Bros. and Endless Gain to launch
campaigns independently and quickly. In doing so, Moss Bros. can generate
meaningful insights faster, iterating on campaigns that produce incremental revenue
gains for the business.
James Fraser, Channel and Alliances Director, Dynamic Yield

Endless Gain has been brilliant at managing the Moss Bros. team’s long-term
experience optimisation programme. They understand the value Dynamic Yield’s
platform can provide and have been able to translate that effectively to the brand,
educating them about how to deeply analyse data and take the learnings mined from
past campaigns to inform future decision-making. We couldn’t be happier to have them as a partner
and look forward to our continued growth together.
Doron Taub, Team Lead, Customer Success UK, Dynamic Yield

About Endless Gain
Endless Gain are a leading and multi-award-winning optimisation company. They create, optimise, and personalise consumers’ digital
experiences to increase brands’ profitability.
About Dynamic Yield
Dynamic Yield helps leading brands such as Frasers Group, Urban Outfitters, and Office quickly deliver and test personalised,
optimised, and synchronised digital customer interactions. Marketing, Product, Development, and eCommerce teams from more
than 350 global brands are using Dynamic Yield’s Experience Optimization platform as the technology layer on top of existing CMS or
Commerce solutions to iterate faster and algorithmically match content, products, and offers to each individual for the acceleration of
long-term business value.

